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Covid19



YESTERDAY, the SURPRISE that day after day becomes
INCREDULITY in looking at the world, OUR world, struck in a way
where borders and distances suddenly cancel each other out in
the global emergency.
TODAY, the AWARENESS that must guide each of us towards a
new goal, towards starting again with renewed energy, strength
and with determination.
A CONSCIOUSNESS acquired over the years, which arises from
LISTENING and IMAGINING the world of events in a different way,
a CONSCIOUSNESS that arises from the EXPERIENCE and
PASSION that unites all those who work and live every day in
ESPRESSOXPERIENCE.
Face-to-face events where everything takes place "live"
unquestionably represent an important means of
communication that enhances the message you want to
communicate, but above all, they highlight a strong EMOTIONAL
INVOLVEMENT.
Thanks to what we do best we have tried to IMAGINE a
PLAUSIBLE RESTASTARTING SCENARIO. We LISTENED to our long-
standing partners, like the largest hotel chains, the most
prestigious hotels, the most important venues, paying even more
attention to the small local realities and the excellence of our
territory who have been working with us for years to make YOUR
events UNIQUE.
We have understood how important it is, TODAY, to look at the
future with different EYES and SENSITIVITY because we are sure
that when we restart, we will certainly have a greater desire to
SHARE our DREAMS and EMOTIONS in total SECURITY.
SAFETY will therefore be our main FOCUS and will represent the
highest priority in the organization of upcoming events and trips
by ESPRESSO XPERIENCE
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We have been working hard to set in place the highest health
and safety protocols to ensure your event a safe stay for
everyone, according to the World Health Organization
guidelines. In addition, with the support of a Scientific Medical
Committee, some extra measures are being introduced to
enable you to enjoy the most serene event, in a protected
environment, without excessive restrictions on movement,
which would compromise the quality of your experience.

Safety for our team and our guests is fundamental, we will
provide «Made in Italy» safety devices during events, such as:

• HAND SANITIZER
• DISPOSABLE GLOVES
• MEDICAL MASKS (can be customised)

Portable thermoscanner for rapid temperature detection,
which can be used to detect the body temperature of
people at a distance

Financial Security:
We are proudly part of a solid and well established Italian
company working on the Incentive market since 1979. We are
transparent with our clients and we are able to share our
financial position (upon request):

• Credit report of our company: personal information, credit
account history, credit inquiries and public records

• Written confirmation from suppliers that the deposits have
reached them, if needed

• Bank guarantee (cost for surety in charge to final client)

Feel Free Again with us
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Great importance is given to staff training at all levels.

Each facility must have a strict internal policy and each
department must be adequately informed about Covid-19 in
order to be able to:

• Carry out own duties in total safety, (with the use of PPE in
each phase of work, by implementing strict personal
hygiene and disinfection procedures, maintaining the
required distance, participating in periodic updating
briefings between staff and management)

• Manage own work, at all levels (from reception to
restaurant staff, from housekeeping to maintenance
technicians etc.), using the correct and best procedures to
minimize the risk of spreading the virus

• Promptly inform the guests about internal policies,
prevention measures and any other services they may
need

• Recognize any suspicious symptoms, strictly avoiding going
to the work place with a cold, cough or fever

• Knowing how to manage any suspicious cases within the
property by implementing the health and safety policy

Hotels



Front desk staff provides the first greeting service to the guest
and is available for information throughout the stay. It is
therefore essential that staff is able to inform guests about
the internal policies and prevention measures implemented
by the hotel, as well as about the services in the area that
the guest may need (pharmacies, contacts of local
authorities, medical centers and hospitals etc)

The reception must also be equipped with:
- PPE (mask, goggles, gloves)
- Germicidal disinfectant
- Cleansing wipes to disinfect surfaces, credit cards, POS etc.
- Long-sleeved clothes
- Biohazard waste bags

Some properties are being equipped to provide
temperature checks at the entrance of guests with
thermoscanners as well as plexiglass barriers on the
reception desk.

All the hotels are increasing the possibility of carrying out
check-in and check-out procedures through electronic/web
devices and promoting contactless payment.
Disinfectant: Disinfectant gel units must be present in the
different areas of the hotel, in particular the lobby, the
entrance to restaurants and bars and the common toilets
used by guests and staff.
Where possible, access to the spaces will be left open to
keep contact with the handles to a minimum.
Communication: Information boards must be present
throughout the structure to remind all guests of the rules of
conduct.

Hospitality



Bathrooms: all surfaces must be disinfected with a 0.1%
sodium hypochlorite solution and use of disposable cleaning
materials (use of cloths and absorbent materials is not
allowed). As an alternative to bleach, 70% alcohol is also
used.
Fabrics, sheets and linens: all fabrics must be placed in
special laundry bags marked and handled with care and
washed at high temperature (at least 70 ° C)
Common areas: enhancement of cleaning services with
sanitization several times a day of objects that are frequently
touched, such as: handles, elevator buttons, handrails etc.
Air conditioning and heating: frequent checks of filters,
ventilation and air exchange. In common areas, rooms and
wherever possible, correct daily ventilation must also be
guaranteed
Rooms: thorough daily cleaning of surfaces and objects with
specific products is performed (sodium hypochlorite or
oxygen peroxide). Some hotels allow you to choose the
option of NOT providing daily room cleaning, thus delivering
clean linen and detergent and letting the guest do it
themselves..
Other hotels act in the opposite way, removing this possibility
from the guests and enforcing daily cleaning by the
housekeeping, to guarantee a safe and professional result.
Many properties are introducing or enhancing the possibility
of using electronic or home automation equipment in the
room to regulate lighting, control the temperature, open
and close the windows to minimize any contact.
At the check-out of each guest there is a particularly
accurate sanitization of the room with the use of special
materials, such as ozone or steam.

Cleaning



The Food & Beverage service is currently the most critical and
discussed point among the services provided by the hotel,
although there is currently no evidence that Covid-19 has
ever spread through food.

Crockery and laundry cleaning: periodic checks of the
correct functioning of the equipment and of the
temperatures necessary to eliminate any viruses with
chemicals recommended by WHO. Tablecloths and napkins
must be washed at high temperature (min 70 ° C) and
respecting the same safety standards.
An implementation of the cleaning and disinfection services
of all surfaces (chairs, support points, tables, etc.) is expected
after each service.
The biggest risk at the moment seems to be the buffet service,
which is why almost all the structures are focusing on table
service, guaranteeing however more space among the
diners.

Currently the WHO guidelines advise to provide a maximum of
4 people for 10 square meters of space, on tables arranged at
least 1 meter away from each other and also guests are at a
distance of at least 1 meter.

As for breakfasts, most of the facilities are focusing on table
service or room service at no extra charge. In case of a
buffet, guests are not expected to serve themselves, but with
the help of waiters equipped with security devices.

Solutions in disposable containers are also possible

Food&Bevarage
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Security measures:

• Reparation of vehicles with protective barriers to isolate
the driver from passengers;

• Drivers to always wear certified protective masks and
gloves;

• Daily sanitization of vehicles;
• Use of larger vehicles than necessary to ensure the right

distance between guests
• Disinfectant on board;
• Possibility, upon request, to supply certified protective

masks to passengers.

Coach



Trenitalia and NTV ITALO have prepared operational
measures for the safety of travelers and specifically:

• Train sanitization and disinfection activities have been
enhanced

• Hand sanitizer dispensers have been installed on the
trains

• Staff has been equipped with the necessary protection
systems (masks, gloves)

• A new booking criterion for onboard seats has been
introduced which, while maintaining comfort
unchanged, guarantees compliance with the safety
distances prescribed by the Health Authorities

• On-board catering services have been temporarily
suspended (welcome drink, bar, restaurant and on-site
services)

• Lounge areas remain closed

Train



MILAN AIRPORTS:
From 16 March passenger traffic is concentrated on Terminal
2 of Milan Malpensa airport in order to keep the number of
people at a minimum. Linate airport is currently closed.
At the end of the emergency phase there will be a gradual
recovery of the flight activity that is still not foreseeable.
The gradual and flexible reactivation of Terminal 1 in Milan
Malpensa and Milan Linate is expected, based on the
reprogramming of flights.

ROME FIUMICINO AIRPORT
CHECK IN: Terminal 3 (where the security checks are) and
BOARDING at gate B
Handler guarantees for: sanitizing common areas, installing
sanitizing gel dispenser, signage (floor-monitor-totem),
constant announcements, plexiglass barriers in security
checkpoints, passport control and check-in counters;
Termoscanner: to date 56 items in use to detect body
temperature at a distance, number will increase with the
higher flow of people;

New technologies: improvement of features to cut queues,
such as biometric recognition, virtual tickets and boarding
passes;

New ministerial measures - update March 26
Before departure it is mandatory to complete a self-
certification in duplicate, specifying the reason for the trip
(proven working needs, of absolute urgency or for health
reasons).
This form is also mandatory for all Italian citizens or residents
of Italy who travel to a foreign country, Schengen or extra

Schengen.

Airports



Currently most airlines are operating in a reduced way and
mainly for the repatriation of citizens.
The first European flights to Italy are expected to start
again between late May and early June. For American
and Far Eastern companies, we will probably have to wait
for autumn.
To analyze the procedures of the various carriers a little
more in detail, we have summarized below a general
vademecum.
We report in particular that Emirates is the first airline to
conduct serological tests for all passengers and staff at
Dubai International Airport. These are fast qualitative tests
that can only indicate whether (now or previously) a
person has come into contact with Sars-CoV-2.

Current procedures:
• Before each departure, the planes are always

completely cleaned and disinfected.
• Aircraft and cabin air is continuously sanitized through

hospital-level HEPA filters that are 99.99% effective in
preventing the spread of bacterial and viral organisms
in the air such as COVID-19.

• No food or drinks will be available to purchase on board
short-haul flights. However the company will offer free
light refreshments and water and hot drinks will be
available on request.

• On long-haul flights, hot and non-alcoholic drinks and
some light snacks packaged in compliance with all the
hygiene rules will be served.

• The airport lounges are temporarily closed (with very few
exceptions)

Airlines



With two offices in Italy: Milan and Rome, we can offer DMC and Event
production services in the whole country, including the isles.

EspressoXperience.it

Our Offices

Via Thaon di Revel 21
20159 Milan 
+39 02 72 59 241

MILAN OFFICE 

Via G.B. Morgagni, 32 
00161 Rome 
+39 06 44 17 18 1

ROME OFFICE 


